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Research & Design Methodology 

The  A0
+

 proposal is designed based on own research and experience, as well as reliable computer 

simulation tools and scientific sources. 
The energy efficiency estimations are based on full-year simulations with EnergyPlus/DesignBuilder 

software and WMO climate files. Parametric tests set the basis for choice of insulation, ventilation 
and openings. The aim was to obtain fully passive buildings, but with options also to meet future 
demands. 

The water efficiency strategy is based on well-known smart devices, not yet sufficiently diffused in 
Jordan. Abu Alanda could be an important showcase to market such techniques. 

With the proposed solution, we deliver well-planned apartments; each... 

 ... at an average cost of only about 230 JD/m² –  normal level for low-cost construction, 

 ... providing an indoor thermal comfort all year around without any need for heating or 
cooling (varies 19–29°C in worst cases during short, extreme weather conditions), releiving 
annually at least 300 JD of the family economy, 

 ... including cheap, solar-heated hotwater, and an annual electricity demand of only 
13 kWh/m² for low-energy appliances and lighting, 

 ...  with water-efficient equipment, saving 80 m³ of water annually, 

 ... for a modern,  green lifestyle in an attractive area. 

  

 

 

 

  

http://www.designbuilder.co.uk/
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Design Concepts 

Water efficiency 

Installed systems 

Rainwater harvesting 
Annual rainfall is 250–300 mm, of which about 25% is estimated to be lost through evaporation; the 
rest can be harvested. From the total roof area of the eight buildings; 4,000 m², an annual collection 
of 800 m³ to underground reserviores seems possible.  

Rainwater could be used for toilet flushing, average 4–5 flushes (2,5 l) per day and apartment.  

Greywater recycling 
With a double sewerage system, greywater from showers and sinks is filtered through rootzones and 
supplies abundant water for irrigation. 

Water-efficient toilets 
Toilets in Jordan are rarely of water-efficient type. These types are not expensive or technically 
advanced, but requires a sewerage system adapted to less flushing water. This can easily be achieved 
in this area.  

Water-efficient shower and tap nozzles 
No bath tubs, and shower and tap nozzles of water-saving type, common in many countries, should 
be used. Hand-held shower nozzles tend to reduce showering time. 

Green areas  
Virgin water demand for green areas is reduced to zero through the utilization of the grey water 
(3,000JD for drip irrigation system).  Additionally, the concept for green areas should be based on low 
maintenance landscape (reduced costs), high-growth trees to provide shading (contributing to 
energy efficiency and outdoor comfort) and choice of drought resistant plants.  

Recommended systems 

Water-efficiency rated machines 
Tenants should be informed about sustainable options for washing and dishwashing machines, see 
energy-efficiency below. 
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Energy efficiency 

Installed systems 

Thermal insulation 
The building envelope includes an unbroken insulation; 100 mm EPS in external walls and 300 mm in 
roofs. This may be incorporated in existing construction systems, or new types of building elements. 

Orientation towards south 
Larger windows towards south (30–50% WWR) capture much solar heat. North walls include 20% 
and East/West 15% WWR. 

Windows are provided with external blinds, cutting off direct radiation but permitting some 
daylighting. In the energy balance simulations these blinds are assumed to be pulled down when 
indoor temperature exceeds 24°C, which should be a normal human behaviour. 

Solar water heating 
With the envisaged water-efficient equipment, domestic hot-water consumption will decrease. A 
shower should consume maximum 10 l (4 l hotwater). Including dish-washing, daily consumption is 
estimated at 30 l/household. 

Solar panels in hot climates produce up to 4 kWh/m²day, but in winter as low as 1 kWh/m²d. 
Average 3 kWh/m²d makes 30 l hotwater –required consumption for one apartment. Thus each 
building should have 20–24 m² panels. 

Optional: PV solar panels 
Available area for PV panels is 270 m² per building, giving an effect of 36kWp. With 30° tilt angle they 
produce annually about 60 MWh, 3,000 kWh/apartment, or 25 kWh/m². This corresponds to nearly 
twice the entire use for room electricity appliances and low-energy lighting!  

PV systems still being expensive, this installation is seen as a future option – for Abu Alanda to 
become a PlusEnergy area. 

 

Recommended systems 

Ventilation strategy 
Keeping closed in winter, with minimum health ventilation, balances internal and solar heat with 
thermal losses, making heating systems redundant! This is a considerable saving in investment and 
running costs. Adequate ventilation will therefore be more of a necessity than a recommendation! 

Low-energy lighting and equipment 
As much appliances as possible should be pre-installed in the apartment, e g fridge/freezer, washing 
machine and fixed lighting (low-energy or LED). Alternatively these products could be procured at 
bulk and sold to tenants at a favourable price. Information about life-cycle costs and savings should 
be provided. 

Common spaces, like staircases, parking and outdoor areas, should have energy-saving lighting 
with movement sensors. 
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Cost Estimate 

The  A0
+

 proposal is basically of the same construction standard as ordinary buildings.  Such 

common data is roughly estimated from various sources. Most interesting are deviations between 
the proposal and a standard building, see table below: 

 

Thus, the proposed buildings may be constructed at more or less the same cost as ordinary builings – 
especially if presuming that those are built according to thermal regulations! The LCCA chart shows 
the 20 years NPV of extra investments per building (3% inflation, 5% annual energy price increase). 
These considerable savings for the tenants may create opportunities for other investments, or for 
higher level of standards, maintenance and services. 

LCA – Life Cycle Assessment of an optional roof-top PV system 
To supply the needed 35 MWh household electricity per building, a 150 m²PV installation of 20 kWp 
is required. Based on a total system price of 5 JD/Wp (normal today without subsidies, according to 
several international sources), an investment of 100,000 JD per building is needed. With an expected 
life time of 15 years, they give an electricity price of 0.19 JD/kWh, while today’s tariff for 
low/medium consumption in Jordan is only about 0.06 JD/kWh. Unless PV systems get considerably 
cheaper, durable or subsidized – alternatively electricity prices are tripled –PV panels will not pay off. 

Investement costs  (Grey column: per m² construction  area)

Item Standard JD/m² Proposal JD/m²
Excavations/landscaping Estimated std cost, same for both types 20 Estimated std cost, same for both types 20

Below-grade constr. Estimated std cost, same for both types 20 Estimated std cost, same for both types 20

Heating system Simple standard 1500 JD/apt 12 None 0

Water supply Standard 50 JD/apt 0,4 Double 100 JD/apt 0,8

Sewerage system Standard 50 JD/apt 0,4 Double 100 JD/apt 0,8

Greywater filter 100 JD/apt 0,8

Rainwater tanks Instead of boiler room 0

Solar hot-water 400 JD/apt 3,3 400 JD/apt 3,3

Electricity system Est'd, same for both types 400 JD/apt 3,3 Est'd, same for both types 400 JD/apt 3,3

Superstructure Estimated std cost, same for both types 55 Estimated std cost, same for both types 55

Extra insulation Ground, mm 200 2,8

70 JD/m³ Roof, mm 300 4,2

Windows 1-glazed* 40  JD/m² 2-glazed 60  JD/m²

15% 287 m² 4,7 22% 383  m² 9,4

Walls (incl plaster&labour) 100 HCB* 14  JD/m² 9,3 CB w 100 EPS kernel** 20  JD/m² 11

Finishing Estimated std cost, same for both types 100 Estimated std cost, same for both types 100

TOTAL 229 231
*) Low-cost hous ing practice, but actual ly below minimum regulations! Additional cost 2,9

Annual operation cost differences
Item Standard JD/m² Proposal JD/m²
Heating Based on simulations* 290 JD/apt 2,4 Passive climatization 0 JD/apt 0

Water consumption 0,3 JD/m³

Tapwater, daily 160 l/apt With WE equipment 80 l/apt

Toilet flush 24 /day&apt 24 /day&apt

8 l/flush average (2 levels) 2,5 l/flush

Savings by rainwater 0 -100 m³/bldg

Volume per year 2 570 m³/bldg 0,31 922 m³/bldg 0,11

TOTAL 2,7 0,1
*) 18°C heating setpoint. Including 30 JD maintenance cost. Saving 2,6

Additional construction cost 2,9

Annual savings 2,6

Payback period, years 1,1
Building data Area per floor 490 m² Standard Proposal

No of floors 5 Total area 2 450 m² Storey height 3,3 3,0 m

No of apartments 20 Perimeter 116 m Wall area (incl windows) 1 914 1 740 m²

**) Blocks  with 50 mm EPS is  produced in Jordan. Assumed that 100 mm is  poss ible to manufacture at additional  EPS price. 

      If not, 42 cm LWC blocks  have the corresponding U-va lue, but to a  price of about 28 JD/m², which gives  a  payback of 2,8 years .

Interest rate not included.Pay-back calculation


